
Dual Band Wireless N900 Managed Indoor Access Point 

Cutting edge 3x3 802.11n brings ultra-high connection 
speed on your WLAN for diversity of multimedia 
applications
EWS320AP is equipped with two powerful independent 
RF interfaces that support 2.4GHz 802.11b/g/n (3T3R) and 
5GHz 802.11a/b (3T3R), o� ering bandwidth up to 450Mbps + 
450Mbps to accommodate tra�  c-intensive applications such as 
multimedia streaming. 

Enhanced signal strength to further extend WLAN coverage
Each radio of EWS320AP has been enhanced to provide higher

Con� guration and management with ease
EWS-series managed AP is designed to work with EWS-series
Wireless Management switch as part of EnGenius’ integrated

+ Up to 450Mbps (2.4GHz) + 450Mbps 
(5GHz) wireless data transmission rate

802.3at standard PoE support

EWS320AP



802.3at-compliant Power-over-Ethernet (PoE) for alternative power sourcing
EWS320 can be powered by enclosed power adapter or o� -the-shelft 802.3at-compliant PoE

Advanced WLAN feature to facilitate e� ective spectrum usage
For e� ective spectrum usage, EWS320AP had enclosed band steering technology, enabling 5GHz-

Flexible bandwidth management and enterprise-class WLAN security for versatile applications
EWS320AP o� ers multiple SSIDs (up to 16 sets) and each SSID can have its own bandwidth and WLAN

E-mail alert and syslog noti� cation
EWS320AP o� ers network monitoring tools for WLAN administrators to stay informed upon

 



Radio speci� cation
Dual concurrent radio

450Mbps
- 5GHz: 802.11a/n with max data rate up to 450Mbps

-  2.4GHz: max 28dBm
- 5GHz: max 28dBm

Radio chains/Spatial streams
- 3 x 3 / 3 
Support radio technology

- 802.11n with 20/40MHz channel width
- 802.11n with 20MHz channel widt
Support modulation

Physical characteristics
Power source

- PoE: compatible with 802.3at

Internal high gain antennas
- 3 x 3dBi 2.4GHz antennas
- 3x 5dBi 5GHz antennas

- 1x 10/100/1000 BASE-T Ethernet (RJ45) with 802.3at 
PoE

 

Physical security
 

Operating mode

Auto channel selection

Guest network

Deployment options

Firmware upgrade

Back up / Restore settings 

Auto reboot 
- Speci� es interval to reboot system periodically 
E-mail alert / Syslog noti� cation


